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F: ~T.:UQlc TO· VOTE AGAINST tiFFING TURKISH ARMS7EMBARGO_i WILL~·-INTRODUCE-· AMENDMENTS 

b Dole (R-Ka·n~}: announted-otoday that· he 'Will'- vot~·agafnS:tii1;:fft:ing··:t 

rrent·:-anns' embargo· against the Republic of Turkey. 

· - Dole also said he will offer--two amendments of. his own 11 to help--expedite a resolution=of 

he Cyprus :::conflict, and to :set more specific .conditions- for lifting the .Turktsh -anns embargo 

n the future ... 

Debate-"=on whether to lift . the embargo will take place..:tomorrow when the. Senate -continues 

nsideration of~ the· Foreign Security Assistance bi 11. 

One of the Dole amendmentS- will stipulate ·that. the arms. emb_argo. remain in-place 11 unti1 ·the 

med::Occupati on .. forces r.e..r.emoved. '£from. typru s. 1 evied· ·against 

'ur.key:. in J974llecause oft -its;: invasion and occupatien::of Cyprus-,~' now··states that : no~·aicf-:will be 

.yprus. 11 

ate of Cyprus. 

- :
11 Given this:::lack of· cooperation on the part of the. government of Turkey,•• - he_said, 11the arms 

mbargo should- be maintained. But proper emphasis has not -been placed on th~ presence of. Tur

~ish forces as .. -an obstacle to progress toward a settlement ... 

Dole stressed that. until these troops are removed, - the Cypriots who were displaced and 

arced to move from their homes will not be able to do so, and a great obstacle will remain in 

:rant of a peace settlement. 

Dole said that altering the language of the embargo in this manner will give the Turkish 

JOVernment 11 a clear-cut step that they could take toward a 11 owing the United States to resume 

;upplying them with the arms they need for their own defense and for the security of NATO. In ' 

:his manner, the interests of all of those groups involved could be suitably considered, and the 

Inacceptable instability that now exists in this area of the Eastern Mediterranean eliminated ... 

SUMMIT MEETING 

A second Dole amendment will call upon the President to convene a summit meeting to promote 

che demilitarization of Cyprus. 
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